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Until the landing of the Surveyor 1 space- radiation instrument for surface density meas- 
craft on the moon, it had been inferred from urement to a depth of 15 cm and a penetra- 
earth-based optical, thermal, radio, and radar tion device for measuring the strength of the 
observations [Kopal, 1962; Salisbury and lunar surface. Following the landing of Luna 
Glaser, 1964] that the surface of the moon con- 13 on the moon in December 1966, Tass 
sisted of material of low-bulk density (less [1966] reported that the gamma radiation 
than I g/cm ') and high porosity. Recently, a measurement '... accords with a density not 
change in this belief, at least with respect to exceeding one gram per cubic centimeter' with- 
the optical data, has occurred [KenKnight out elaborating the details. From the dynam- 
et al., 1967], although a low density continues ics of the Luna 13 landing it was also reported 
to be postulated on the basis of radiometric [Tass, 1966] that comparison with tests on 
data [Campbell et al., 1968]. earth '... warrants the assumption that the 

From the landing of Surveyor 1 in June mechanical properties of the moon's surface 
1966, I deduced that the mechanical resistance layer 20-30 centimeters deep are close to the 
of the lunar soil to the penetration of the Sur- properties of medium-density terrestrial soil.' 
veyor footpads was best explained [Christensen The Russian investigators established, there- 
ei al., 1967] by the presence of a material of fore, two values of density that were incon- 
essentially 'normal' terrestrial soil properties, sistent. 
including density (approximately 1.5 g/cm'). In April 1967, Surveyor 3 landed on the 

The most direct measurement from the Sur- moon carrying the surface sampler apparatus, 
veyor 1 landing of a lunar soil property is the for which I was principal investigator. Because 
strength of the material. The strength of a of changes in the design of the device, neces- 
soil material derives from four fundamental sitated by the spacecraft schedule, and be- 
parameters' cohesion, angle of internal friction, cause of the faulty telemetry received from the 
density, and gravity [Scott, 1963]. The part landed spacecraft, a direct measurement of the 
contributed by cohesion is independent of the lunar surface density was not possible. I-Iow- 
gravitational field, whereas the friction angle, ever, the density can be calculated from the 
the product of density, and the acceleration due results .of the experiments performed. In addi- 
to gravity (unit weight) are interrelated in tion, the porosity (ratio of volume of voids 
their effect on the strength. I placed certain between the particles to total volume) of the 
bounds on the cohesion of the lunar surface surface material can be estimated within fairly 
from the Surveyor I landing information close limits from the nature of the deformations 
[Christensen ei al., 1967]; therefore the rest of the soil observed, as discussed below. Again, 
of the strength had to be accounted for by the density appears to be in the region of 
the friction-angle and unit-weight combination. 1.5-2.0 g/cm ', and the porosity appears to 
Angles of internal friction of 300-40 ø were in be in the range of 0.35-0.45 [Scott and 
the right range to describe the Surveyor I land- Roberson, 1967]. The strength, porosity, den- 
ing and were compatible with the side slope sity, cohesion, and angle of friction of the •op 
conditions in the various small craters visible few centimeters of the lunar soil are all values 

to Surveyor. For this range of angles, the den- compatible with the behavior of an essen- 
sity required to explain the strength was ap- tially ordinary, slightly cohesive earth soil of 
proximately 1.5 g/cm '. a wide range of grain sizes, but finer sizes 

The Luna 13 spacecraft carried a gamma (tens of microns in diameter and less) pre- 
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dominate in a fairly compact state under density was obtained as an average t•o a depth 
lunar gravity. The lunar soil exhibited cohe- of 15 cm. 
sion even after disturbance and also adhered The Russian Luna 13 device for estimating the 
to the bucket of the surface sampler; there- mechanical properties of the lunar surface mate- 
fore the cohesion cannot be entirely attributed rial consisted of a cone penetrometer 3.5 cm 
to cementing (of whatever nature) between in diameter pushed into the lunar surface a 
the particles, although some cementing is un- few centimeters by a small rocket giving 5-7 
doubtedly present. kg of thrust for 0.6-1.0 second. Only the pene- 

At this stage, it was difficult to reconcile my tration was measured, and the result was con- 
interpretation of the lunar surface density with sistent with the penetration estimated for such 
the density value obtained directly by the a device in the lunar soil deduced from the 
Russian gamma radiation measurement. At the Surveyor tests. The strength of the lunar mate- 
Cospar conference in London in July 1967, rial at the Luna 13 and Surveyor landing sites 
however, a paper was presented [Cherl•asov is therefore similar. With only this penetration 
et al., 1967] in which more details of the Rus- information, it is not possible to deduce the 
sian experiments were given. It appears that nature of the soil resisting the penetration or 
the calibration of the gamma radiation device to make much of an analysis. All that can be 
was not single-valued. In the words of the done [see also Cherkasov et al., 1967] is to 
paper, 'The relati.onship between the intensity push a similar device into a variety of model 
of recorded scattered radiation and the soil soils under similar conditions (vacuum, low 
density with a given measuring scheme is gravitational acceleration) on earth. There is 
shown by a parabolic curve turned by its pro- an infinite variety of soils that will give the 
tuberance upward [sic] and having a maxi- same penetration for the same device under 
mum with the bulk density of 1.5 g/cm 8. The the same loading conditions; hence the ter- 
ascending branch .of the curve relates to the restrial tests cann. ot indicate the cohesion or 
materials whose density is from 0.1 to 1.5 and the friction angle of the lunar soil. However, 
the descending branch from 1.5 to 3.0 g/cm 8 because the gamma radiation instrument gave 
(in earth's units). Therefore two values of the a reading that was interpreted as arising from 
density correspond to any index of the coun- a density of 0.8 g/cm •, the investigators turned 
ters--lower and greater than 1.5 g/cm •. All their attention to low density materials. 
data available are indicative of the fact that From the model soils of their earth tests, 
the presence of materials with the density over the Russian investigators came to the conclu- 
1.5 g/cm • on the lunar surface is of little prob- sion that the appropriate terrestrial analog 
ability. Therefore the density along the ascend- to the lunar soil is a predominantly cohesive 
ing branch of the curve was taken into ac- material, and, in fact, they describe it as being 
count.' Regarding the measurements made, the cemented. Cherkasov et al. [1967] remark, 
paper reports, 'The intensity of scattered radi- 'Summing up the data obtained from all three 
ation recorded by the radiation densimeter instruments, we may conclude that at the Luna 
sensor, taking into account gamma-radiation 13 landing site the lunar surface seems to repre- 
background on the moon corresponds to the sent [sic] a layer of granular, loose, weakly 
bulk density of the surface layer 0.8 g/cm • cemented material, c.onsisting of grains and 
on the ascending branch of the calibration granules of porous mineral, which are weakly 
curve or 2.1 g/cm 3 on the descending branch. interconnected at contact points.' 
Discarding the last figure as of little proba- If a granular material is constructed of solid 
bility we come to the bulk density of 0.8 g/cm 8 grains according to this specification, with a 
indicating the existence of light, granular por- density of 0.8 g/cm • and a strength tomparl- 
ous material.' No indication is given of the ble with the lunar observation, it compresses 
uncertainty in these figures. The remark in in volume under loads applied to its surface. 
the first of these two quotations, 'all data avail- In particular, if a fiat-based penetration device, 
able,' presumably refers to previous interpre- like the surface sampler, is forced into such a 
tations of optical, thermal, radio, and radar soil, a hole is punched into the material, with 
observations. It should be noted again that the little or no disturbance of the soil adjacent to 
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the penetrometer. This behavior was observed 
neither with the surface sampler tests on Sur- 
veyor 3 [Scott and Roberson, 1967] nor ac- 
companying the penetration of Surveyor foot- 
pads [Christensen et al., 1967]. Instead, when 
the 2.54-cm-wide surface sampler was forced 
into the lunar soil to a depth of 1.27 cm, the 
adjacent surface bulged upward and cracked 
to a distance of 13-15 cm from the edge of 
the sampler. This indicated that little or no 
volume decrease of the lunar soil occurred 

during penetration by the sampler; therefore 
it was necessary for the sampler to displace the 
soil laterally. Terrestrial experiments indicate 
that, to exhibit this behavior, a soil must have 
a fairly low intergrain porosity, of the order 
of 0.35-0.45. The porosity estimate from the 
Surveyor 3 data [Scott and Roberson, 1967] 
was made on this basis. Such a porosity is 
compatible with a bulk density .of 1.5-2.0 g/cm 3 
if the soil grains are solid and consist of min- 
erals of common, terrestrially observed densi- 
ties. 

The conclusions from the Luna 13 and Sur- 

veyor investigations may be made more com- 
patible if the grains of lunar soil are also porous 
as well as strong. It is not known if this is 
the case in the maria, but the possibility seems 
to be minimized in the Tycho ejecta blanket 
area because the surface sampler determina- 
tion of the density of a rock fragment is in the 
range of 2.4-3.1 g/cm 3. The soil behavior 
near Tycho was only slightly different from 
that in the maria [Scott and Roberson, 1968]. 

Additionally, the low-density soil indicated 
by the Russian investigations would have to 
possess a cohesion considerably greater than 
that deduced from the Surveyor measurements 
to account for its strength. 

If the higher value of lunar surface density 
(2.1 g/cm •, with some leeway depending on 
the calibration of the device for different mate- 

rials) is taken from the Luna 13 gamma radia- 
tion results, the soil behavior under their space- 
craft's probe can be explained by the soil I 
postulate as existing at the Surveyor 3 site. 
I suggest that this is the case and that the 
lunar surface material to a depth of a few 
centimeters at the Surveyor 1, Luna 13, Sur- 
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veyor 3, 5, 6, and 7 landing sites consists of 
granular material whose density is in the range 
of densities of terrestrial soils, i.e. 1.5-2.0 g/cm •. 
If a lower-density soil material is present, the 
surface sampler tests indicate that it can have 
a thickness of 1 or 2 mm at most. These tests 

also show an increase of strength with depth, 
possibly due to a density increase. 
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